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PTM - SVS Payments PayCon III

Congratulations on your selection of the Inepro PTM - SVS Payments PayCon III. We
are certain you will be pleased with your purchase of 

We want to help you get the best result from your PTM - SVS Payments PayCon III.
This manual contains information on how to do that; please read it carefully. Due to
continuous product improvements this manual is subject to changes without notice.

We strongly recommend you read the license agreement to fully understand its
coverage and your responsibilit ies of ownership. 

Your Inepro dealer is dedicated to your satisfaction and will be pleased to answer your
questions and your concerns.

Best wishes,
Inepro BV.

The most versatile payment solution



All rights reserved. No parts of this work may be reproduced in any form or by any means -
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the author assume no responsibility for errors or omissions, or for damages resulting from the
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  ATTENTION!!

Read this manual carefully  before installing the Pay C on!

Mains connection

Guarentee

Security

Before connecting the appliance to the mains, check that the mains supply  v oltage corresponds
to the v oltage printed on the ty pe plate of the adapter. If the mains v oltage is different, consult
y our supplier.

No guarantee can be giv en if safety  regulations are not followed.

A lway s disconnect the power supply  before handling any thing inside the dev ice.

This dev ice is in conformity  w ith the EMC  directiv e and low -v oltage directiv e.

CE Conformité Europeène (Conform European Norm)

End of life directives

Inepro is pay ing a lot of attention to env ironmentally -friendly  production. Your new  dev ice contain
materials which can be recy cled and reused. A t the end of its life specialised companies can
dismantle the discarded dev ice to recy cle the reusable materials and to minimise the amount of
materials to be disposed of. P lease observ e the local regulations regarding the disposal of
packaging materials, exhausted batteries and old equipment.

This dev ice may  only  be used indoors.

Indoor User  Only

Directives
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 Stored Value Systems

Inepro supports three systems to store the money on it's systems;
Stored Value Card, Stored Value Server and Stored Value Terminal.
These systems each have their advantages and their disadvantages,
and also have specific configurations and/or features. So it is very
important to spend some thought on what system is preferred and to
be aware what system is used. 

 Purses
We use two types of purses to store the money that can be spend in
our systems, Personal Balance to buy lunch and other items not
covered by their business or organization, and Balance Budget
uses for all business (or organizational) purposes, which can be
given an unlimited budget. It's usage is usually excluded from
terminals selling food or other items which are expecting to only be
used for non-business / personal purposes.
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 Stored Value Card (SVC)
In the Stored Value Card system, the purses which contain the
money and user data is stored on the physical ID medium (like the
user card). 

The Back Office Manager will have the "card" menu in the left bar. A
card is linked to a user, and purses are assigned to the card. Purses
assigned to a card can only be edited, with the physical card present
at the administrator workstation.

This system has the advantage that it will continue to work even
when the network is temporarily disabled (until their is no room for
the transactions to be stored on the terminals (this usually takes
about 3-6 months)). Transaction data cannot be reviewed in such
event, until the network connections are restored.
A disadvantage is that the system cannot be used with static ID
media (like cards that cannot be written, fingerprints, log-in
credentials).

 Stored Value Server (SVS)
The system most used and recommended is the Stored Value Server
system, which stores the money and user data on the server, the
user account is then accessed with an ID tag, that has a unique code
or pattern. 

The Back Office Manager will have the "account" menu in the left
bar. An account is linked to the user, purses are assigned to the
account, tags (like a card, fingerprint, or log-in credentials) are
assigned to the account.

This system has the advantages that accounts can be reloaded from
the server and tags to access the account can be added from both a
central location or a terminal configured to link a new tag to the
account.
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 Stored Value Terminal (SVT)
The system least used is Stored Value Terminal, which stored the
money and user data on the terminal.

This system is not connected to a central system like the Back Office
Manager. User Accounts are created in the menu of the terminal,
each user has an account number and a password, and the
transactions are recorded per account in the terminal.
These records can periodically be printed at the terminal.

The advantage of this system is that an account system can be
created with only one terminal and no additional hardware, software
or infrastructure, and is often used in stand-alone installations when
a central management system is not possible or desirable.
The disadvantage is that when there is a severe hardware error, the
user data, as well as the transaction data of that period could be
lost.

 Inepro Back Office Manager
Please refer to the Inepro Back Office Manual for more information
on the manager.
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Notes

This section is meant for the reader's notes.
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